Optional Link 17

Jamaica Competitiveness Enhancement Programme

Action Plan

Reduction of Distortions in the Tax System

The proposals for tax reform outlined below are expected to simplify the tax system as well as enhance the equity of the system through the reduction of distortions.  It should be noted that various elements of the plan are subject to Cabinet approval and as such there may be changes to the plan over time.
.

	Action
	Estimated Period for Achievement

	
	

	· Elimination of tax on dividends to shareholders of non-listed companies.


	2008/09

	· Harmonization of corporate income tax and personal income tax rates on a phased basis over the medium term.

· Phase I – Initial reduction of CIT rate toward 25%.

· Phase II – Further reduction of CIT rate toward 25%.

· Phase III – Final reduction of CIT rate to 25%.


	2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

	· Consolidation of payroll taxes and statutory deductions.  Taxes and statutory deductions to be consolidated are the Education Tax, and, Contributions for the Human Employment and Resource Training (HEART), National Insurance Scheme (NIS) and the National Housing Trust (NHT).


	2008/09

	· Reduction of stamp duty on property and transfer tax on property transfers at death and on other securities.

· Phase I – reduction of transfer tax to 6.0% and stamp duty to 5.5%.

· Phase II – reduction of transfer tax to 5% and stamp duty to 3%.


	2008/09

2009/10



	· Reduction of tax incentives to be informed by tax expenditure study. 

· Tax expenditure study

· Reduction of tax incentives


	2008/09

2010/11



	· Simplification of the General Consumption Tax (GCT) structure on motor vehicles.


	2008/09

	
	

	· Training in tax policy modelling.

· Continuous review of best practices in tax policy.
	2008/09

Ongoing


Details of the 2008/09 revenue measures are outlined in Ministry Paper #23, Tax Measures 2008/09 (Appendix 1) that was tabled in Parliament on April 10, 2008.  A press release indicating adjustments to the motorvehicle rate structure outlined in the Ministry Paper is enclosed as Appendix 2.  Terms of Reference for the Tax Expenditure Study are attached as Appendix 3.

Please note that the proposals outlined are part of a comprehensive tax reform and as such no one measure will be implemented in isolation.  In particular, measures that result in the loss of revenues are expected to be complemented by the implementation of measures that provide for an increase in revenues. 

Ministry of Finance and the Public Service

July 2008
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